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Introduction
Researchers at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) have recently put their efforts into
increasing collaboration across the institute. As research increases in industry and higher education, the
competition for funds has increased, leaving resources only for the best ideas. In order to stimulate idea
sharing, i.e. a change in behavior, research was done to determine what motivates researchers at RIT
(Gears, 2012). The work done led to the creation of a social network system known as George ("Campus
Spotlight," 2014). This capstone is a separate project than can be applied to the previous work done.
Rather than focusing on motivating collaborative interactions, this capstone focused on creating a
visualization that illustrates the social network connections in order to prompt intrinsic desires to
participate. The design drew from gamification, motivation theory, human computer interaction, and
information visualization.

Problem Statement
Within an academic context, scholars have difficulty connecting with other scholars across a
broad campus. Scholars lack a means to determine how they are connected with others, i.e., tie strength
between themselves and other academics; potentially useful for collaboration and new knowledge
creation.

Literature Review
Introduction
The information in this literature review has been separated into four sections: information
visualization theory, motivation psychology theory, applications of information visualization in social
networks, and gamification.

Information Visualization Theory
Information visualization can be defined as “the use of computer-supported, interactive visual
representations of data to amplify cognition” (Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999, p. 7). Amplifying
cognition is the key benefit to information visualization. Using computers to quickly create visualizations of
data can fill in the cognitive gaps for viewers. Information visualization allows a data analyst to give a
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CEO an image that clearly shows the value of something rather than having to present tables, formulas,
and a detailed explanation. Not only does information visualization allow us to show data it allows us to
explore data and learn more about it (Fekete, van Wijk, Stasko, & North, 2008, p. 2). The current trend
towards online collaboration and technologies allows for an important information visualization
opportunity. The designers and developers of data modeling and analysis tools need to move away from
designing for the lone analyst and move towards creating tools that will allow multiple users to
collaborate, synchronously, asynchronously, in one location, or in many locations. Both the models and
the tools related to information visualization need to be created for today’s world (Heer, van Ham,
Weaver, & Isenberg, 2008, pp. 92-93).

Motivation Psychology Theory
To be motivated can be defined as to be moved to do something (Ryan & Deci, 2000, p. 54). In
1959, R.W. White proposed that certain motives can be distinguished from drives. Steven Reiss pointed
out that the differentiation of motives and drives was not scientific (Reiss, 2004, p. 181). Reiss went on to
create a testable theory of 16 basic desires. Reiss’s theory of 16 basic desires lists 16 motivators
believed to be in all humans. While all 16 basic desires are held by all individuals, they are prioritized
differently by each individual. Since individuals prioritize the motives in different orders, using these
motivators to influence design would likely require an understanding of the intended audiences motivator
prioritization (Reiss, 2004, p. 186).
Self-Determination Theory (SDT) focuses on the different reasons or goals behind motivation.
SDT’s most basic distinction in motivation is between intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. The
difference is that intrinsic motivation refers to something that is done because it is inherently interesting or
enjoyable while extrinsic motivation refers to doing something that leads to a separable outcome (Ryan &
Deci, 2000, p. 55). Operant Theory holds that all behavior is motivated by rewards, by that definition,
intrinsically motivating activities are those in which the reward is the activity itself while extrinsically
motivating activities are those which have an external reward associated with the activity (Ryan & Deci,
2000, p. 57). Classic literature points to extrinsic motivation as an impoverished form of motivation. SDT
proposes that extrinsic motivation can be broken down into groups, some of which may be impoverished,
while others are not. A piece of SDT is the focus on facilitating intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000, p.
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55). Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET) is a part of SDT which establishes that intrinsic motivation is
affected by feelings of competence and a sense of autonomy. CET claims that feelings of competence
will only enhance intrinsic motivation when accompanied by a sense of autonomy. The feeling of
autonomy can also be described as a perceived internal locus of causality. When the perceived locus of
causality is external, the feeling of autonomy may be lost and the individual may no longer be intrinsically
motivated (Ryan & Deci, 2000, p. 58).
Attempting to motivate users in HCI can be considered a form of persuasion. Persuasion is a
great way to motivate, but designers should avoid taking motivation to the extreme that is coercion (Fogg,
Cuellar, & Danielson, 2003, p. 134).

Gamification
Gaming is currently a popular topic in HCI and interaction design. Video games have an
unparalleled ability to motivate users. Gamification is an attempt by designers to tap into the success of
games and leverage that success to solve new design problems. One definition of gamification is the use
of game design elements in non-game contexts (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 2011, p. 10).
Following that definition, we can see the use of badges, points, and leader boards in software such as
Foursquare as an example of gamification. A gamified artifact can easily be turned into a game by the
users if they add informal rules. Each game element placed in a system is like a brick being placed as the
foundation for a potential game. Foursquare may be a gamified software but users can become players
when their social group adds their own rules to the experience to create a game. Researchers want to
understand how to use game elements to create engaging workplaces and facilitate collaboration
(Deterding, O’Hara, Sicart, Dixon, & Nacke, 2011, p. 2426).
Gamification is being studied from many perspectives both in industry and academia. Motivation
in HCI can use gamification to persuade but that is not its only use (Fogg, Cuellar, & Danielson, 2003, p.
136). Huotari et al. looked at gamification from the service marketing perspective viewing it as more than
just the addition of game elements into a service. Huotari et al. look at gamification as a piece of
marketing and point out that the value of the gamified service is ultimately decided by the customer using
the service. Looking at gamification with service marketing in hand, the authors attempt to see how
gamification supports the core service being offered. Huotari et. al define gamification as “a process of
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enhancing a service with affordances for gameful experiences in order to support user’s overall value
creation” (Huotari & Hamari, 2012, p. 19). This definition focuses less on the method and more on the
goal of gamification. The point is made that game elements do not automatically create a gameful
experience and those elements are not always limited to the context of games. It is not the elements that
make a gameful experience, rather the affordances that allow the user to experience the game elements
in a way that creates a valuable experience. It is important to note that different people will find varying
value from the same gamified service. A service can have gamification added to it not only by the
provider of the service, but also by a third party, a customer or even a customer using a third party
(Huotari & Hamari, 2012, p. 20).
It is important to note that gamification can be a good motivator but is often an external motivator.
In a paper, Thom et. al point out that removing a point-based incentive system from an enterprise social
network reduced the overall participation via contribution in the social network (Thom, Millen, & DiMicco,
2012, p. 1069).

Applications of Information Visualization in Social Networks in the
Literature
Information visualization and some related fields have been used effectively in social networks.
Before visualizing data, the data must be collected and organized. How the data is collected is key. A
paper by Hangal et. al explains that a simple way of searching for people in a social network, such as
delivering source-target paths ranked by degrees of separation, can fail to deliver a lot of useful
information. By adding “influence edges,” i.e. weighted and directed connections, we can add strength
and asymmetry of ties to the search (Hangal, MacLean, Lam, & Heer, 2010, p. 1). According to
Granovetter, "the strength of a tie is a (probably linear) combination of the amount of time, the emotional
intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services which characterize the tie"
(Granovetter, 1973, p. 1361). Hangal et al. state that the influence a person A has over person B is
defined as the proportion of B’s investments B makes on A. Relationship asymmetry is usually measured
by the difference in influence each member of the relationship has on the other (Hangal, et al., 2010). By
looking at large real-world networks, Hangal et al. discovered that when using their influence metric, the
best paths were not always the shortest paths. In one social network a longer path was better in 68% of
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searches, the other network showed 45% of searches. It was also noted that even when the best and
shortest path lengths were equal, the best path was often better than a random shortest path of the same
length by a significant margin (Hangal, MacLean, Lam, & Heer, 2010, p. 1).
It has been found that weak connections, also called ties, in social networks are useful for the
spread of information through a network (Granovetter, 1973, p. 1373) (Hangal, MacLean, Lam, & Heer,
2010, p. 1). Some online social networks, such as Facebook and LinkedIn, in use today only have binary
connections. LinkedIn advises users only to accept invitations to connect with people that they know well.
Research shows that by connecting with people of varying tie strength we can create a more useful
network; many LinkedIn users choose to connect with people they only know somewhat. A social
network that capitalizes on weak ties and asymmetrical connections will be able to trace more accurate
and useful paths (Hangal, MacLean, Lam, & Heer, 2010, p. 2). Weak ties are the key to breaking out of
silos and making new connections outside of dense networks (Granovetter, 1973).
Visual models of social network ties can quickly give users a lot of information. By treating each
person as a node in a model and showing ties between people, one can quickly find groups within a
social network. Some nodes will have connections that make it hard to group them. By adding more
information, such as strength of ties or asymmetrical connections, one can obtain more information from a
visualization. The difference between these two situations has been detailed in multiple social networks.
A small and often researched network that formed two groups is known as the Zachary Karate Club.
Models of the Zachary Karate Club network clearly show the benefit to adding value to ties (Hafez,
Hassanien, & Fahmy, 2014, p. 90).
Online social networks allow users to create profiles, join groups and make connections. These
act as pieces of data that can automatically be used to generate ties. When users connect, join the same
group, or list the same interest on their profile they create a potential tie. These ties create the potential
for information to flow.
When examining a network, one can use many metrics: closeness, network density, centrality,
betweenness, centralization and more. Each offers information that can be used to answer different
questions. Closeness allows us to see how closely connected one person is to the rest of the network.
Network density is a measure of connectedness in a network, measured by comparing the actual number
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of ties to the maximum possible number of ties. Centrality can be measured locally and globally. Local
centrality is dependent on the number of ties with other nodes, a higher count means a higher local
centrality. Global centrality means a node is a short distance from many other nodes. Betweenness is a
complex measure that shows the extent to which a person in a network can act as a bridge to connect
other nodes to one another. Centralization is used to measure the connectedness around particular
nodes in a network. By calculating the ratio between the number of links for each node and dividing by
the maximum possible sum of the differences, one can determine the centralization and density of a
network (Reinhardt, Wilke, Moi, Drachsler, & Sloep, 2012, pp. 7-9).
FORCOA.net is an online tool which provides a visualization for Computer Science Authors
whose publications are registered in DBLP (Digital Bibliography & Library Project). The visualizer shows
an author's connection to co-authors and the author’s history of connections. Storing the history of
connections can allow users with crowded networks to go back and look at some of their earlier
connections that they may have forgotten. Other variables besides time can also be modified such as
edge weight. By increasing the edge weight, one can focus on the connections which represent multiple
interactions.
There are also some interactions on online social networks (OSN) that aren’t considered a
connection but may still provide useful data. Some users of an OSN are posters, they author and share
information on the network. Other users are readers who just view information presented by posters. For
example, someone who posts something to an OSN may have multiple people read it. Those readers
have had a one way interaction with the poster but they can still be used to channel information (Yu &
Ramaswamy, 2012, pp. 328-329).
Sometimes temporary online social networks are formed, such as Twitter accounts and hashtags
made for a specific conference that allow for an OSN to be paired with a physical social gathering.
Reinhardt et al. analyzed the online interactions during the conferences as a way to study research
communities and their adoption of new collaborative technologies. Some of these technologies are being
referred to as Science 2.0 or Research 2.0 playing off of the idea that Web 2.0 is a more collaborative
and cooperation based version of Web 1.0 (Reinhardt, Wilke, Moi, Drachsler, & Sloep, 2012, pp. 238239). Using a public forum such as Twitter allows researchers to avoid obstacles that are often present
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when studying OSN. Privacy and competition concerns are two big issues faced by researchers.
Researchers have taken to observing OSN website traffic and other privacy compliant techniques since
the often cannot work closely with OSN companies (Catanese, Meo, Ferrara, Fiumara, & Provetti, 2012,p.
300).
Toivonen et.al. created a series of social network models in order to determine the value of
representing link weights between nodes. They found that link weights are important for depicting a social
network and that they aid in displaying the structure of the community (Toivonen et al., 2007, p. 7).

Examples of Social Network
Visualizations
Online social networks have
experimented with social network visualization
tools, but many do not currently have an official
tool. LinkedIn had a social network
visualization tool called InMaps that was active
from January 2011 to September 2014. Nexus
and InMaps were both shut down for resource
reasons ("Nexus Friend Grapher Is No More,"
2011) ("Data Visualization and Analysis," n.d.).
Socilab is an application that can be used to
create a visualization of a LinkedIn network.
Beyond the visualization it also shows: absolute Figure 1. The author's Facebook network displayed as
landmasses.

size, effective size, network constraint, density,
hierarchy, and betweeness.
Meurs Challenger points out that social network visualizations do not have to be limited by actual
maps. By focusing on relations associations instead of rigid structures and hierarchies, one can shift the
paradigm and find new ways to present data ("Data Visualization and Analysis," n.d.). For example, the
Friends Visual Map creates landmasses that represent Facebook friends who are grouped by region and
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interactions. Figure 1 shows the author's Facebook network, in which regional groups are split by other
factors. In this example, the upper-right landmass is mostly friends met during undergraduate school at
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), while rightmost landmass is composed of friends met during
graduate school at RIT. The graduate class students had more internal connections than external
connections and were clustered into their own landmass. Other visually focused apps exist such as the
Facebook app Friend Wheel which shows all of your friends and how they are connected to one another.
Wolfram alpha's Facebook network visualization tool takes a user's information and presents their
friends as a dot and groups them by mutual friends. Before April 2015, Wolfram alpha also provided other
data such as social connectors, i.e. "someone who connects together groups of your friends that are
otherwise disconnected ("Wolfram|Alpha Personal Analytics for Facebook," n.d.). Changes to Facebook's
API and data retrieval policy has made it harder to display data such as social connector rankings. For
example, Touchgraph once ranked friends based on who is a connector between groups and visually
grouped clusters of friends but can no longer access the data it needed ("TouchGraph on Facebook,"
n.d.).
Social networks can change their audience over time. Facebook is an example of a network that
opened its service to a wider audience over time. This allowed for the creation of a visualization showing
the global spread of Facebook. The visualization shows new users per 100 square miles across the globe
and charts the age of Facebook members. Below the first visualization, is another which points out the
difference between friends and friends who one interact with each month, showing that there can be
different categories or definitions for "friends" based on the frequency of interaction ("The Road to 200
Million," 2009).
Some network visualizations focus more on exploration than organization. One example is
Facebook Navigator, which (prior to the Facebook API and data retrieval policy changes) placed every
Facebook user into rows and columns and added a national flag to their face to show their location. Users
could zoom in and out which would turn the rows and columns of faces into nothing more than pixels
("Facebook Navigator," n.d.). Users exploring social networks visualizations will sometimes discover and
annotate their own information. For example, Nexus was an application used to map Facebook networks.
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Users found they could take the data and
manually sort and label the clusters using other
applications such as Inkscape (see Figure 2)
(Lee, 2009).
For networks with many actions
happening all the time, one can map the actions
in real time. For example, Facebook actions
mapped on a global scale can show the location
of every action or the locations of every

Figure 2. A Facebook network mapped by Nexus and modified
to include cluster labels using Inkscape.

interaction. Project Palantir mapped these
actions and interactions onto a virtual globe, as
seen in Figure 3 (cep221, 2008).

Proposed Solution
This capstone project interfaces with a
current research project, “Motivating
Collaborative Interactions,” led by Dr. Deborah
Gears. The goal of this capstone has been to
create a gamified network visualization showing
tie strength which offers users opportunities to

Figure 3. Project Palantir maps Facebook interactions onto a
virtual globe.

make new connections across campus. The
"Motivating Collaborative Interactions" research found, using a survey of Reiss's 16 basic desires, that
researchers at RIT are motivated first and foremost by curiosity. All researchers surveyed were highly
motivated by curiosity. Honor and idealism were also found to be highly motivating to researchers. The
network visualization created by this capstone will is designed to pique curiosity and also discusses the
honor and idealism motives. This project planned to implement gamification to facilitate collaboration
using tie strengths of various weights and the results of the Reiss survey. After some research into
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gamification, it became clear that gamification research had more to offer in terms of design than
gamification itself.

Technologies
Various technologies were used over the course of the project:
Tool
Description
Adobe Suite
Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Photoshop were used to create many of the mockups
Notepad ++
Notepad++ is a text editor. It was used to write the visualization code.
MobaXterm
MobaXterm is a tool for remote computing. It was used to connect to the George server
where the user data and code was stored. MobaXterm allowed for the use of Unix
commands and file transfer over SSH.
Molly
According to the documentation: " Molly uses an XML-based markup language named
MAML (Molly Active Markup Language) mixed together with XHTML to allow web site
developers to easily add sophisticated server-side functionality to their sites without
having to learn complex programming languages like PHP, Perl, Java, ASP, or .NET."
(Vullo, n.d.). The George website runs on a Molly server. The visualization code resides
in a .maml file.
phpMyAdmin phpMyAdmin is used to handle MySQL access and administration through a browser.
The data used by the visialization is stored in a MySQL database. PhpMyAdmin was
used to create the database queries and confirm that the visualization was using the
correct data.
D3.js
D3.js is a javascript library which was used for some of the first visualization prototypes.
Here is the D3.js homepage: http://d3js.org/
vis.js
vis.js is a javascript library which was used for some of the later visualization prototypes
as well as the final version. Here is the vis.js homepage: http://visjs.org

Working toward the Solution
The first step in the research process was studying data visualization. Researching data
visualization led to researching social networking visualizations. The inspiration for many of the designs
came from various data visualizations. For example: phylogenetic cladograms and knowledge maps, both
of which are visualizations that use the simple concept of connecting words or images with lines. The
words or images in a visualization are usually referred to as nodes while the lines connecting nodes are
called edges. One of the earliest data visualizations that inspired the work on this project came from a
website that shows how various political blogs are connected. Each node in the visualization is a website,
each edge is a hyperlink between websites. Each website is sorted into a category and its node is colored
based on the category. The visualization can be viewed online at: http://politicosphere.net/map/.

Proposed design prototypes
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The earliest designs were done with paper and markers. Below is an idea related to visualizing
social network connections [Figure 4].

Figure 4. A mockup showing each college as a tree or sapling. The roots are made up of node representing
researchers and edges representing connections.

The basic concept was to draw researchers at a university as nodes and draw links between researchers
that were connected as edges. Each researcher belonged to a college, so a root-like line would be drawn
from the node up toward a tree. The tree would grow based on the number of connections between
scholars in its college and scholars in its college connecting to other colleges. This idea attempted to
access the idea of honor in researchers. Researchers are encouraged to make connections, especially
outside of their college. This visualization would give them a way to proudly display the efforts of
themselves and their colleges. Idealism was also touched upon with this idea. As the researchers make
connections, they see a tree grow. The tree represents the campus network. The virtual tree is growing
as the researchers improve their college and university; pushing them toward the ideal of a collaborative
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university with lots of research. The idea was fleshed out a little more to show how the network and
visualization would grow over time [Figure 5].

Figure 5. A more developed version of Figure 4. Figure 5 is also a mockup showing each college as a tree or sapling. The
roots are made up of node representing researchers and edges representing connections. With an increase in the number
of nodes, there is a clear increase in complexity.

The next design attempted went for a more simple approach. It made it very clear what college
each person was from, using color, but grouped people by their connections rather than by their college
[Figure 6].
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Figure 6. A mockup of the social network. Each node is a circle, colored based on college, containing the researcher's last
name. Lines between nodes use arrows to show a one-way connection or a bold line to show a two-way connection.

Some early conversations about the potential organization of a visualization of researchers was
grouping scholars by similarity. Figure 7 shows an example of what that might have looked like. A clear
weakness to the design from the start was that it would be hard to overcome the fact that data collected
on each researcher was very diverse. Having a system automatically group and position researchers by
similar keywords would not be an easy feat. The other concern was that even if the technological
challenges could be tackled, what would be the value of such a visualization? The next mockups focused
more on having a practical function.
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Figure 7. A mockup showing each researcher as a circle, colored based on college, containing the researcher's last name.
The circles are grouped based on similarities found in the database.

Figure 8 shows an example of a mockup that would allow users to see which researchers on
campus were connected. The design also allowed for the comparison of researchers with data collected
about them. In Figures 9 and 10, an example is shown were a user could search for specific skills and all
relevant scholars would be presented.
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Figure 8 - A mockup of a visualization showing connections between researchers. Each researcher with connections is
shown as a row on a table. Every researcher in the database is shown as a column on a table. A connection is displayed as
a colored in box at the point where the row and column of two connected users meet. The color of the box matches the
row's user's college.

Figure 9 - A mockup of a search method in which people could be displayed as rows in a table and the skills being
searched for are displayed as columns in a table.

Figure 10 - The next step after Figure 6. Figure 7 is also a mockup of a search method in which people could be displayed
as rows in a table and the skills being searched for are displayed as columns in a table. Here, an additional skill has been
added to the search, which added another row containing another researcher.
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Figures 11 and 12 shows how a user could select a specific
researcher and find out more about the researcher.
After having made a mockup that focused on searching, the
next mockup went in a different direction and went with something more
exploratory. Building on the idea of treating each college as a growing
tree, the next visualization looked at a map of the university being
studied and drew each college as a cylinder. [Figures 13 and 14] This
cylinder would grow in height as the college gained more members
participating in the social network and internal connections. The width of
the cylinder would increase as researchers in the college made more
connections with other colleges.

Figure 11. A mockup of what would
occur if a specific row was selected.
The row would be outlined, as
would any of the skills related to
the researcher. A thumbnail of the
researcher's card would also be
shown.

Figure 12. A mockup of the screen after a the thumbnail of the researcher's card has been clicked on. The card is shown
enlarged as an overlaid window and can be flipped or closed.
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Figure 13 - A mockup of a birds-eye-view of RIT with cylinders and a label representing each college. The size of the
cylinder is based on the users and their connections in the database.

Figure 14 - A mockup of a simplified map of RIT with cylinders and a label representing each college. The size of the
cylinder is based on the users and their connections in the database.

Each college could be selected to see the members of the college and their internal connections,
as well as a preview of external connections. Figure 15 shows the view of a college after it has been
selected.
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Figure 15 - A mockup of the map after a college has been selected. The users of a college spill out as cards, displaying
their internal connections. External connections go to the college rather than the individual user(s).

Individuals in the college can be selected to display all of their connections. Figure 16 shows a
selected researcher and their connections.
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Figure 16 - A mockup of the map after a specific user has been selected. The users of a college who are not connected to
the current user are grayed out and external connections are shown as individual cards.

Results from committee and George team evaluation of prototypes
The George team was showed the various mockups and gave feedback. The point of clearly
showing connections was agreed to be the most important aspect, which led to more work in that area.
One team member warned that columns may be confounding. It isn't obvious which variables modify the
cylinder. That point is made even more clear when looking back on the design notes where the variables
that modified height and width were changed at one point. The cylinders alone were not going to be
intuitive. To make the attributes of the columns clearer, a prototype was made using HTML5 and canvas.
Two colleges were displayed as colleges that grew as a number ticked up to the final value. There is an
.html file called cylinderDemo.html attached included with the files attached to this capstone. This way a
user could see the growth of the cylinder as the corresponding value increased. While the column idea
was interesting, it did aid in the fundamental aspect of the visualization which was to show how users are
connected and to motivate users to interact with each other and the system.
The next step for the George team was to create a way to collect data that would represent
connections between researchers. At this point in the project, the scope had been increased from just
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researchers on campus to scholars on campus. George had a website which held trading cards for each
scholar who had made one. Users could go on to the site and view all of the cards. The next step was to
allow users to connect with one another on the website.
The research showed that we could do more with our visualization if we collected data that had
varied connection strengths. To create a system that would give us the data we needed, without feeling
like an unnecessary time expenditure to users we modeled our question system on an already present
system: LinkedIn. LinkedIn used to ask users how they knew another users they were attempting to
connect to. The answers a user could choose from were bubbles so users could only choose one [Figure
17].
The George team decided to
go with four radio button options, a few
check boxes and an optional text field.
We decided that requesting any
additional information would likely be
unnecessary and even if we did deem
it necessary, we would be risking
getting to a point where it would be too
much effort for users to connect to one
another on the George website.

Creating the Visualization The Process

Figure 17. The question asked by LinkedIn when inviting someone to
connect through LinkedIn. LinkedIn is asking how you know the person
you are inviting.

Tie Strength
Since Granovetter's work, it has become clear that weighted and directed connections can add
value to social network searching. When designing the visualization for this capstone, it was clear that
weighted connections would be used. The need for directional ties were questionable. Currently, the
connection data collected from users who make connections using George is kept mostly private. The
information is converted into a number which effects the width of the line, the edge, connecting the two
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users' nodes in the visualization. Current social networks have been increasing user privacy recently
(Constine, 2015). Risking privacy issues isn't something a new social network should be willing to do. If
two users connect and one says they've met and another says they haven't the user who was forgotten
may end up upset. Therefore, we don't make it clear as to what exactly makes up the connection strength
between two users. All a user will likely discern, is that the thicker lines are stronger connections. Since
two users can answer the connection questions differently, there needed to be a way to reconcile the
varied answers. One option was to sum the two totals. Since the strength of a tie is based on the
combined amount of time users spend on the tie, it made sense to sum the totals so that users who took
the time to establish a two-way connection were shown to be more strongly connected than users who
had one-way ties. Since the data was to remain private, an issue arose here. Before going into the issue,
let's take a look at the numbers.

Figure 18 - An example of the questions asked by George when acquiring a scholar's card/connecting to a scholar.

As seen in Figure 18, a user making a new connection has four radio button choices and three
checkboxes. Taking the time to connect gives the connection a strength of at least 1. Selecting "Never
Interacted" does not add to the connection strength total. Selecting "Have Been Introduced" is worth an
additional 1. Selecting "Interacted with Infrequently" is worth an additional 2. Selecting "Frequently
Interacted with" is worth an additional 3. Each of the check boxes is worth 1. The "Other" category is
meant for data collection to help inform future decisions. Here is an example of a connection strength
total based on these questions: if I have interacted with the scholar in question frequently and have co-
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authored a grant with them as well as collaborated on a project, the strength of my connection to them
would be 6 (1 + 3 + 1 + 1). The lowest a connection can be rated is 1 and the highest is 7.
Assuming we were to sum the value of two connections, we would end up with some scenarios
that are not good for the visualization. For example, if two users (User A and User B) connect and say
they have never interacted, then the connection would be of strength 2. That would look the same as a
connection in which one user (User C) has been introduced to another (User A). The connections AB and
AC would look to be of the same strength, but most people would likely agree that the connection AC is
stronger, it is just inaccurate until the other user answers the question as well. Since the data is not visible
to users and many one-way connections are likely to be made, it was decided that an average should be
used. That way if a user says they have interacted frequently, while another disagrees and says they
interacted infrequently we can take the average to get the best representation of the relationship that we
can with the available data. This idea of best representing the relationship was revisited later in the
process.
There is a question of whether a connection in which one user claims they have never interacted
with another should be considered a connection. In this case when a user makes a connection, they have
likely taken the time to read about the person they are connecting to. This creates a weak connection.
According to Granovetter, weak ties are useful for breaking out of silos and creating new connections
outside of dense networks (Granovetter, 1973, p. 1378). Just by knowing something about the person
they have connected with a connections has been created, it is a potential place for information to flow. If
a user reads about a person and connects to them on George, they may remember that person's name
and skill set in a future conversation and bring them up. Now they have moved information about that
person into their network which could lead to future connections and breaking of out of silos.
Visualization 1
Once users could connect to one another, the next step was to create a visualization that had the
key attributes found above: nodes representing scholars and edges representing connections of various
tie strengths. College affiliations were also to be included to design for honor and to aid users in locating
themselves or other scholars.
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The first prototype made used fake data. The goal was just to create a system with nodes and
edges that could be modified to fit our needs. The original code used a library called d3.js. More
information about D3 can be found at their website: http://d3js.org/. Rather than just starting from scratch,
an example posted online (found at http://bl.ocks.org/MoritzStefaner/1377729) was used as a starting
point. The starting code made nodes and randomly connected them with edges. The final code would
require the ability to import the data. The next step was to import fake data into the visualization. A simple
JSON file was written containing data about scholars including a user id, name, and college. Another
JSON file was created which held information about connections: the user id of each person in the
connection as well as their names and colleges. With this fake data, a simple mockup was made that
could be displayed by a browser. Figure 19 is known as visualization_1. It was created with fake data
imported using JSON. The next step was to use the actual data.

Figure 19 - Visualization_1 was created using fake data in a JSON file which was imported into an HTML file.

Visualization Alpha
Rather than having the data exported and then imported back into the visualization, one of the
George members created a query that would contain all of the relevant information needed to create the
visualization. The work moved from being an HTML file using JavaScript and JSON files to being a .maml
file. Maml files are the basic file used in the Molly system which the George website is hosted on. For
more information about Molly see the documentation: http://george.rit.edu/docs/. Within Molly, JavaScript
was used to create a visualization that used whatever data was on the site. At this point all work being
done was on the development server, which is usually synced up with the live server but is used as a
testing ground for new features before porting them to the live site. The development server data was
updated to the most recent live data before beginning work on the next visualization, which allowed for
the creation of visualization_Alpha; as seen in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 - Visualization_alpha was created with data pulled from the George development server's database.

The visualization was quite messy and while nodes could be dragged around to make it look a
little better it was clear that more work could be done to improve the visualization. After looking into the
documentation, some changes were made which lead to visualization_alpha_2; as seen in Figure 21.

Figure 21 - Visualization_alpha_2 tweaked some settings to add more order to the visualization.

Visualization Beta
At this point, progress was slowing down but there was still work to be done involving the
representation of tie strength and college affiliations. The documentation and existing code base did not
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make it easy to create new functionality or edit existing functionality. While looking for information about
D3, another library, vis.js, was discovered.
After reviewing the vis.js (http://visjs.org/) documentation and examples, it became clear that it
was a much better choice than the D3.js library, for both the current developer and any future developers.
The code for the query and integration with Molly was kept the same, but all of the visualization code was
re-written from scratch. The next visualization was made in a fraction of the time it took to make some of
the previous prototypes. Figure 22 shows visualization_Beta.

Figure 22 - Visualization_Beta was written with the vis.js JavaScript library.

Minor tweaks led to a visualization that looked more like the D3 prototype. A later iteration of
visualization_Beta is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23 - The final version of Visualization_Beta had all of the necessary features held by the previous visualizations
but with a simpler codebase.

Visualization Beta_2
The visualization presented each scholar as a node labeled with their name and each connection
as a line between two scholars. The next steps were to incorporate the other relevant data i.e. the
colleges of each scholar and the connection weight between scholars. This work led to
visualization_Beta_2. Visualization_Beta_2, seen in Figure 24, draws each node with a fill color
corresponding to their college. There was no key added to the visualization as these colors are used
elsewhere on the site and are meant to be learned by users. Curious users would likely visit other parts of
the site to determine what college is linked to each color. Since the user base was found to be curious,
this was a perfect opportunity to increase participation. The connections between scholars were drawn as
lines of varying thickness. Thicker lines indicated a stronger tie strength.
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Figure 24 - Visualization_Beta_2 adds color representing colleges and edge weights representing tie strength to the
visualization.

Visualization_C
The visualization wasn't very interesting with just colored circles and lines. Since the website
already contained an image for each scholar, to be used as their avatar, everything was in place to
replace the circles with images of the scholar. Once the circles were filled with the images, as seen in
Figure 25, the stroke of the circles was modified to match the color of the scholar's college. This
visualization was given the name Visualization_C.
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Figure 25 - Visualization_C moves the college color from the fill of the circle to the stroke and replaces the circle fill with
a picture of the scholar.

Visualization_C_2
With that, everything was in place. Minor modifications such as the stroke width led to
visualization_C_2 which can be seen in Figure 26.
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Figure 26 - Visualization_C_2 involved minor modifications to stroke width.

Visualization_D
On the surface, visualization_D looks same as visualization_C_2 and for the user it is essentially
the same. The visualization_D.maml file has cleaner code and better comments than visualization_C_2.
Reworking the Visualization
After reviewing some of the connections in the visualization as well as revisiting the literature, it
became clear that averaging mutual edges with asymmetrical weights into one edge was not the best
indicator of a connection. In order to more accurately represent asymmetrical connections, changes
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would need to be made. An example was found in which two edges could be drawn between nodes with
two-way connections (Shizuka, 2015). By splitting the single combined connection into two separate and
directed connections, users can see all the data. Previously, when we averaged the two values we were
lost accuracy through our manipulation of the data.

Figure 27 - Visualization_D using more connections and users than the other examples shown.

In Figure 27, one can see that as more nodes are added to the visualization, it becomes much
harder to view. Splitting two-way connections into two separate edges seems good in theory but after
viewing the visualization above it is clear that it would likely become too cluttered to be of any use.
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The next step became to add filters that would allow users to distil useful information from the
data we could provide them. Instead of having the focus be on a big-picture view of the network. The next
goal for the visualization was to be something useful to the person viewing the visualization.

Visualization_E_3
Visualization_E_3 allowed users to filter out connections in order to provide more useful
information. Specifically, it added an option to filter out connections based on minimum connection value
(as seen in Figure 28). Users could seek out strong connections in the network. The visualization also
added arrows to show the direction of connections. The arrows allow for a more accurate representation
of the connection. The edge weight based on connection value was dropped because it was too hard to
visually distinguish between connection values. A connection valued at 1 and a connection valued at 4
could easily be compared, but any values with a difference of 1 were nearly indistinguishable without
hovering over them. The next goal would be to allow users to view weak connections as well as increase
the filter options to allow curious users to explore the network while drilling down into the data to find the
information they want to see.
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Figure 28 - Visualization_E_3, filtering out connections with connection values lower than 4.

Visualization_F_5
Once the demonstration of minimum edge weights had been made, it became clear that two-way
connections could be split into two connections without clogging the screen too much. By splitting twoway connections into two separate connections, we give the most accurate depiction of the data that we
can. Users can hover over an edge to get more information about the connection (i.e. the connection
value). If the data becomes overwhelming, users can filter down to see what they want. The next step
was to add a maximum edge weight. Other features added to allow users to reduce clutter were the ability
to hide names and edges. In order to aid users in their exploration of the network, a different view was
added called the Central view. Central view allows the user to select a person in the visualization to be
the focus. They can then filter out connections who are not within N connections of the central user (as
seen in Figure 29. The connections can be limited to away connections only, so a user can see how they
have connected to others in the network, or connections in both directions can be viewed for a less
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restricted path through the network. When filtering connections, users can choose to include the portraits
of the users who did not fit the criteria. Those users will surround the outside of the connected nodes
without any edges of their own. This way users can see and select other users for the Central view.
Central view also reports the percentage of network the central user is connected to using the current
filters.

Figure 29 - Visualization_F_5's Central view. In this case it is focused on Clyde Hull and is showing users who are up to 2
connections away from him. The results section shows that he is connected to 31% of the George network with the
current set of filters.
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Software documentation for final product
The software documentation for the visualization is included in Appendix B and is also included
as a separate document with this capstone. Other documentation of note is listed below:






Molly Documentation - http://george.rit.edu/docs/
D3 Website - http://d3js.org/
D3 Documentation - https://github.com/mbostock/d3/wiki
vis.js Website - http://visjs.org/
vis.js Documentation - http://visjs.org/docs/network/

Final version within George.rit.edu
The code for the visualization has been tested on the George development server. The team has
been given permission to use the code as they see fit and it has since been uploaded to the live server.

Motivating Users
A goal of the capstone was to attempt to motivate users to participate in George by creating
something that taps into the desires to sate curiosity, idealism, and honor. At the time of writing, the
network visualization is quite small; there are only seventeen users in the network. As more users are
added, the visualization will get bigger and will be something that users can really explore. Users can
zoom in, zoom out, pan and drag nodes to new locations. While some might find playing with the nodes to
be fun, curiosity is more about obtaining knowledge. According to Reiss's 16 Motives, fun is the intrinsic
feeling associated with social contact (Reiss, 2004, p. 187). As the network grows, there will be more
information to explore and learn about. With more knowledge to be gained, there is more potential to sate
the curiosity motive.
Honor involves an intrinsic feeling of loyalty and can be experienced through pride in one's
heritage (Reiss, 2004, p. 189). In the case of researchers, pride in their college or university could be a
way to involve honor. The mockup that involved columns representing each college was an attempt to
design towards the intrinsic desire of honor. If future users or developers feel that the added complexity to
the visualization would be worthwhile, the columns could be added. The demo and mockups are included
with this capstone and should aid in the development of the columns which would allow users to see and
take pride in the efforts of their college to increase collaboration across campus. Idealism is a desire to
improve society and relates to a person's interaction with their community (Reiss, 2004, p. 187,189). As
users see their place in the visualization, they will likely have the desire to improve the accuracy of the
visualization. For example, if a user sees someone in the network who they know in person but have not
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connected with on the website, they are only a few clicks away from making the connection. Once they
have made the connection, the visualization will update to reflect the new connection. Other users may
want to improve their society off of the website by meeting other users who can aid them in research or
obtaining grants. Users aiming to sate idealism, will likely use the visualization as a way to determine who
they should be meeting, and who would be best equipped to introduce them, in order to increase
collaboration across campus.

Short paper suitable for publication at an HCI conference
A short paper is also being written in parallel with this capstone. The focus is on increasing
participation in social networks using social network visualizations that are designed with motivation in
mind. The various ways to measure the connections between people i.e. tie strength, is an important
piece of the paper. The paper will be submitted as an extended abstract for the CHI 2016 under the latebreaking work category.

Recommendations for future work
The next steps for George
The George team will be given the code and documentation for the visualization upon completion
of this capstone and will have permission to use the code as they see fit. The George team has a few
things they will need to complete before making the visualization publically available on the live site:


The exact RGB colors for each college need to be defined. These colors are used as the stroke
for each node and were approximated because the official George color set is all CMYK values.



Once the colors have been determined, the strings for the colleges not encountered in queries
during the development of this capstone will need to be added to the visualization. If a college
has not been given a color, the node's stroke will be black.



Before going live, one line of code relating to Molly permissions must be changed. Currently, only
users designated as George team members will be able to see the visualization. Other users will
just see a blank page with the George header. The permission must be removed or changed to
all users.
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All of these points should be manageable by anyone with simple HTML and Javascript knowledge
with the help of the documentation in Appendix B.

For future work on this Capstone
Currently, the visualization puts users in random starting positions. Future work should consider
using a specific seed; this was not looked at as the data was changing at a slow pace. Once the data is
constantly being updated, it will be possible to see if some seeds look better than others even with
updates occurring. Users can choose to see the visualization with a focus on a specific user. If a user is in
the visualization, they can view it with the focus on themselves. These users may want the starting view
to focus on themselves. For this iteration it was left out because we want to see if curious users will be
engaged when trying to find themselves or other specific users in the visualization. Rather than starting
the view on the current user, it may be better to add a "Find me" button that centers the view on a user.
Some users may enjoy playing a sort of "Where's Waldo" with the visualization and there is no reason to
rob them of that experience. A simple button or search field and button could allow users, who do not
have the time or desire to manually search, to find the user they are looking for. The tie strength
measurement can likely also be improved. The data in the database can be used to predict the strength
of a tie. Using information such as a scholar's department, title, affiliations, and fun facts could be used to
influence the displayed tie strength or for a system to recommend users to connect to one another while
viewing the visualization or browsing the George website. If a wider range of tie strength values is used,
allowing users to interact with a slider to modify which connections are shown based on tie strength could
be useful. According to Gilbert and Karahalios, tie strength can be displayed on a continuous scale and
forcoa.net already uses a similar mode of modifying displayed nodes by edge weight (Gilbert &
Karahalios, 2009, p. 219).

Summary
Social network visualizations can be designed with motivation in mind to increase participation of
users. Social network visualizations that use varying tie strengths when depicting edges between nodes
creates a better model of the social network. There is still work to be done in terms of innovating the
methods for displaying a social network and for the depiction of tie strength. Social network research is at
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a delicate but important stage right now as it balances the privacy of users with the effectiveness of data
collection and presentation.

Lessons Learned
I feel like I learned a lot of useful information for future graduate students. The first piece of
advice is to complete and submit your proposal as early as possible. It can feel like one too many things
to deal with while classes are in session and there are tons of projects but scrambling to complete a
proposal or find advisors will lead to a rushed proposal. The more fleshed out your proposal is, the
smoother the rest of your capstone experience will be. I ended up doing very little work besides reviewing
the literature and making mockups before the connection questions were on George. Even after that, I
still needed to rely on a team member for the MySQL queries. Luckily for me, the team I worked with was
very helpful but I would still recommend to future students to try to avoid relying on other work being
completed before the capstone can be started or completed. On that note, if a capstone is being done as
part of a bigger project, make sure that the capstone really stands alone. If you are working on a project
that is in production, changes to that project will influence your decisions and affect your values, thoughts,
and timeline. It is better to be set on your project regardless of how the bigger picture is moving. Even if
you don't end up with a physical contribution to the bigger project, your literature review, and process will
likely be useful to anyone who tries to pick up on your work. Lastly, I would say: keep in touch with your
advisors! Every time you reach out the them you are likely to get useful advice. If you are stuck, they can
help you find a direction to get unstuck and if you think you are doing fine it can be good to check in and
make sure you are in fact on track. I would also say to future students to stay on track. If you do manage
to fall behind on your timeline, make a new one and stick to it. The last thing you want is to take a long
break from the work and lose your focus. It's important to try to spend time every week working on the
capstone until it is finished.
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Appendix A - Web References
Since the web is changing constantly, some web references have been saved here so they can be
located if they no longer exist online.
Web Reference 1:
Campus spotlight. (2014, November 21). Retrieved August 28, 2015, from
https://www.rit.edu/news/photoarchive.php?view=photo&datePhoto=2014-11-21
Web Reference Image 1:
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Web Reference 2:
Constine, J. (2015, April 28). Facebook Is Shutting Down Its API For Giving Your Friends’ Data
To Apps. Retrieved August 28, 2015, from http://techcrunch.com/2015/04/28/facebook-api-shutdown/#.w0r3mj:Af6a
Web Reference Image 2:
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Web Reference 3:
Data visualization and analysis application: Challenger. (n.d.). Retrieved August 28, 2015, from
Meurs Challenger website: http://www.q1000.ro/challenger/
Web Reference Image 3:
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Web Reference 4:
Facebook navigator. (n.d.). Retrieved August 28, 2015, from Facebook navigator website:
http://navigator.q1000.ro/
Web Reference Image 4:
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Web Reference 5:
Lee, S.-M. (2009, September 10). Facebook network / 2009 / SML [Blog post]. Retrieved from
http://blog.seeminglee.com/2009/09/facebook-network-2009-sml.html
Web Reference Image 5:
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Web Reference 6:
[Nexus friend grapher is no more]. (2011, December 18). Retrieved August 28, 2015, from
http://nexus.ludios.net/
Web Reference Image 6:
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Web Reference 7:
The road to 200 million. (2009, March 29). Retrieved August 28, 2015, from
http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2009/03/29/business/29face.graf01.ready.html
Web Reference Image 7:
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Web Reference 8:
TouchGraph on Facebook. (n.d.). Retrieved August 28, 2015, from
https://apps.facebook.com/touchgraph/
Web Reference Image 8:
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Web Reference 9:
Wolfram|Alpha personal analytics for Facebook. (n.d.). Retrieved August 28, 2015, from
http://www.wolframalpha.com/facebook/
Web Reference Image 9:
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Appendix B - Code Documentation
George Visualization Documentation
Author(s): Alexander S Goldberger (latest revision 12/26/2015)
The George Visualization is a .maml file. Maml files are the main files used by Molly. The visualization
code is written in javascript and relies on the javascript library vis.js.
Molly Documentation: http://george.rit.edu/docs/ http://georgedev.magic.rit.edu/docs/
Vis.js
 Homepage: http://visjs.org/
 Documentation: http://visjs.org/docs/network/
 Examples: http://visjs.org/network_examples.html
Current Version: visualization_F_5.maml
Location: https://georgedev.magic.rit.edu/reports/visualization_F_5.maml
Dependencies: vis.js, defaultAvatar.png
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General Notes
When using JavaScript, the code block must be within <![CDATA[ code here ]]> or the Molly parser will
read it incorrectly.
For example:
<script type="text/javascript" charset="utf-8">
<![CDATA[
Code here
]]>
</script>
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Head
Line 7 - script src="vis.js" - Adds the vis.js library to the usable javascript. If vis.js or the visualization file is
moved to a different folder, the path will have to be updated.
Lines 12-14 - style -Sets the height, width, and border for the visualization.

Molly
Line 21 - maml:include - Includes necessary molly elements
Line 26 - maml:protect - Hides the visualization from non-team members (for development only)

Query
Line 56-114 - maml:fetch (http://george.rit.edu/docs/#section_48) - Collects all the relevant data from the
database. Molly automatically saves the data as tokens (http://george.rit.edu/docs/#tokens)
Line 141 - var connection - creates a variable containing all the information about a connection between
two users and adds it to the connections array. The data is being pulled from the information saved by the
fetch query. maml:row will cycle through each row until each connection has been saved.

Javascript functions
createNetwork
Line 150-193 - function createNetwork()
This function gets called when the page is opened. It calls the other functions needed to create
and show the visualization: calculateNodes() and drawNetwork(). Pressing the Apply Options button also
calls this function. In this case, it checks if the Central View is being used and makes sure a valid ID has
been selected. createNetwork() also record the maximum and minimum connection values to be used
later.
handleCentralClick
Line 196-212 - function handleCentralClick(cb)
handleCentralClick is called when the Central view checkbox is clicked. It hides or shows certain
elements, such as the Central View ID, Central View tips, and the Results section.
setName
Line 215-234 - function setName(ID)
setName sets the name of the user being viewed when central view is being used based on the
ID given. It loops through the databaseConnections array and if it finds the ID passed in as either a
user_id or related_user_id, it sets the name. Once a name has been set, the loop quits.
centralChanged
Line 237-241 - function centralChanged()
When the central ID textbox is updated, centralChanged is called to display the central user's
name. centralChanged calls setName (passing in the ID in the Central View ID textbox) to determine the
central user's name. Then it updates the centralUserName span with the central user's name.
colorNodeByCollege
Line 245-282 - function colorNodeByCollege(college)
This function takes the college of the node as a string and returns the color of the college as a
string containing the color's hex value. The colors are approximate and should be made as close to the
cards as possible in the future.
Some colleges have not been set yet. The strings for the colleges need to be determined before the code
can be written. The colleges included to date are those that were returned in the query of the
development server's data.
fetchImage
Line 285-290 - function fetchImage(uID)
This function returns the path and name of the image, as a string, for the user_id provided.
calculateNodes
Line 294-372 - function calculateNodes ()
The userNodes array is created to store each of the nodes. Each node contains a user_id,
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user_name and user_college. Additional data can be added here in the future if necessary. If there is at
least one connection in the connections array, the first connection will be used to create the first two
nodes. Next, we loop through the connections array to look for any nodes that have not been added to
the userNodes (by comparing user_id). Each node is given a reference number called its programValue
which is equal to its position in the userNodes array. Next, we loop through the connections array and
userNodes array and compare the user_id and related_user_id to set the related_programValue for each
connection in the connections array. We also compare the user_name in each array to set the
programValue for each connection in the connections array. The programValue and related
_programValue variables are used to match the connections in the connections array with the nodes in
the userNodes array. The programValue and related_programValue variables are used to establish the
edges between nodes.
centralView
Line 380-468 - function centralView(idsToCompareFrom, foundArray, toSearchArray, currentDepth,
finalDepth)
The centralView function is a recursive function, used to modify the connections array in order to
display the centralView (rather than the global view). The parameters are as follows:
 idsToCompareFrom - The array of userIDs that connections should point to or from to be included
in the visualization
 foundArray - The array of connections that have been found and should be in the current
visualization
 toSearchArray - The array of connections that need to be searched
 currentDepth - The current distance away from the central user that is being searched on
 finalDepth - The max distance away from the central user that is being searched on (is passed in
as the same number when being called recursively)
The function loops through toSearchArray and idsToCompareFrom and compares the userID in
toSearchArray to the ID in idsToCompareFrom. When there is a match, the position in the toSearchArray
is flagged. If the search is being done on away connections only, then when a match is found, the
function checks to make sure the related_user_id in the connection is not already in idsToCompareFrom.
The function also compares found connections to the min and max connection values. If the connection
does not fit the current filter requirements, it is filtered out. Any connections that were flagged as found
are stored in foundArray and their IDs are added to nextIDs. Connections that were not flagged as found
are added to nextToSearchArray (which gets passed into centralView as the next toSearchArray). At the
end of the function, the currentDepth is incremented and the function is called again. When the function is
called and has either reached the maximum depth to search or there is no longer anything in
toSearchArray it sets the connections array equal to foundArray.

Future Considerations









The visualization is currently hidden to anyone who isn't on the George team. The permission to
view the document is controlled by this code: <maml:protect permitted="team"> </maml:protect>.
The code can be modified to fit a different user group or can be removed.
As more uses enter the network, the visualization may take longer to form and/or manipulate. If
this is the case, the code should be revisited for efficiency and/or a loading bar should be added.
An example of a loading bar can be seen on the vis.js website:
http://visjs.org/examples/network/exampleApplications/loadingBar.html
The colorNodeByCollege function is missing the strings for many of the colleges.
The colors that make up the stroke around the nodes could probably be made closer to the card
colors.
Vis.js may need optimization for mobile and tablet use.
Names are currently listed as "Last First" or "Last M First." Reversing the names would likely be
preferred but there are some cases in which names are Last1 Last2 First (such as Alejandro
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Perez Sanchez, whose name is listed as Perez Sanchez Alejandro). The names would have to
be modified in the query to deal with edge cases.
We may want to make the default view for users who are in the network their central view out to
two or three connections
We may want to add a filter that allows users to toggle a view that only shows the shortest and
strongest paths to the central user OR the shortest and strongest paths from the central user.
o Remember, when using the shortest and strongest path the main focus is on shortest.
There could be a stronger connection, but it would be longer. For example AB=7 BC=7
CD=7 AF=1 FD=1 ABCD is really strong but AFD is what would show up for shortest and
strongest.
We may want to add a way to search for nodes or IDs by name. Not necessary if we want to
encourage exploration (but if it frustrates users to the point where they won't use the visualization,
we need to change).
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